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1 INTRODUCTION 
Since the experiment of \V. Meissner and R. Ochsenfeld in 19:$3. it has been known that magnetic 
flux is expelled from superconductors [I]. Further experiments showed that there are two broad classes 
of materials, called type I and type II. which expel the flux in different ways. In type I superconductors, 
flux is expelled for all fields up to a critical field He- where the sample goes completely normal in a first 
order transition. In type II superconductors on the other hand, total flux expulsion occurs only below 
a critical field called Hci- Above Hci. the so called mixed state appears where the flux penetrate in the 
form of flux tubes, each carrying a quantum of flux [2]. These flux tubes are called .\brikosov vortices 
after the theoretical physicist who first predicted their existence [:5]. 
This fundamental difference between type I and type II superconductors is due to the different sign 
of the surface energy between normal and superconducting phases. In type II materials the surface 
energy is negative and the total free energy can be lowered by subdivision of the superconductor into 
superconducting and normal regions giving the mi.xed state. The basic unit of this state is the .\brikosov 
vortex[;5. -1] in which the circulating charge carriers have one quantum of angular momentum. The vortex 
substructure consists essentially of a central cylindrical core region where the superconducting order 
parameter rises from zero to unity over a distance comparable to the coherence length [o. ()]. and 
another region, again cylindrical, in which supercurrents circulate in order to generate one quantum of 
flu.x. This second region has a characteristic radius of A. the magnetic penetration length. 
.Material defects often form pinning centers where it is energetically more favorable for the vortices 
to be pinned at low enough temperatures. This is because the defects act as small normal regions inside 
the bulk superconductor and so it takes less free energy if the vortex core, which is basically normal, 
resides on the defect than if the core is located in the superconducting bulk. The force pinning a single 
vorte.x to a defect is known as the elementary pinning force. 
Flux pinning is of great practical importance because it determines the critical current of a type II 
superconductor. In order to have zero electrical resistance, the vortices must not move. By Faraday's 
law. when the flux of a vortex is moving, it induces a voltage and therefore a finite resistance which 
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dissipates energy. Hence for dissipationless supercurrent. the vorte.^c must be pinned. 
For the present work. .\b was chosen as a suitable material to study pinning because it is a homo­
geneous intrinsic type II superconductor that is used in microelectronic circuits. The details of pinning 
depend on many variables, such as the relative magnitude of A/^ and all defects that may cause a 
suppression of the order parameter. For technological applications, a high transition temperature {Tc) 
is desirable but the high Tc superconductors (HTSC) have a complicated chemical stoichiometry as well 
as short coherence length (~ I.O nm) [7]. Both of these factors make it difficult to use them for the 
study of the elementary pinning force. By contrast, the conventional low T,. .\b has A ~ ^  —10 nm and 
it can be easily handled since it is just a single metallic element. In addition. .\b appears to be more 
attractive for study than the other elemental superconductors, such as In. Sn and Pb because: 
• It has the highest transition temperature Tc — 9.2 K. 
• .\iobium o.Kide is a good insulator, it is very inert against acids, mechanically hard and stable, 
dense and well bonded to .\'b [8]. 
• .\'b has a melting point above 2000 K and low difTusivity below 400 K yielding good long-time 
material stability, even when repeatedly cycled between 4 K and ;{00 K [9]. 
It should also be mentioned that bulk .\b is a type II superconductor in contrast to the majority of 
metallic superconductors which are type I when they are bulk and type II only when they are thin Rims 
[10. 11. 12. i:5]. 
.\ knowledge of the motion of each individual vorte.x in a superconducting material is crucial for 
the understanding of pinning. Direct observation of the vorte.v structure was first made with the aid 
of neutron diffraction [14] and later with the use of ferromagnetic powders in magnetic decoration 
e.xperiments [1-5]. These techniques are successful only when a large number of vortices are present, 
and therefore they are best used to study the vorte.x lattice properties and its interaction with grain 
boundaries and other large material defects. On the other hand. Josephson junctions are very sensitive 
to magnetic flu.\ changes and they can be used to identify the position of a single vortex and its 
interactions with any kind of defects in the superconductor. 
.\ Josephson junction basically consists of two superconducting films which are separated by a thin 
insulator or normal metal barrier. Each superconductor induces into the barrier a finite pair amplitude 
[1(5. 17. Iti] which decays exponentially towards the middle of the barrier. Provided the barrier is not 
too thick, the overlap of the two pair wavefunctions will be large enough for the coupling energy [19. 20] 
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of the two superconductors to exceed the thermal fluctuation energy [20. 21. 22]. .-Vs a result, phase 
coherence will be established across the junction, and Josephson tunneling becomes possible. 
Several papers have been published outlining the basic properties a Josephson junction containing 
one vortex. The first task was to determine the position of the vortex in a junction. A method 
involving only current-voltage measurement was worked out by .Miller et al [23] and Hyun et al [24]. 
In this method, use is made of the Josephson current density [25] which is given by the equation 
J = jQsin{-i). where 7 is the gauge invariant phase difference across the junction. This phase depends 
on the local magnetic field and so when a vorte.x is present in the junction, its field has a direct 
impact on the measured Josephson current density across the junction. .S. .Miller and D. Finnemore 
[26] were the first to locate a single vortex in a superconductor-normal metal-superconductor (S.N'S) 
junction. Subsequently. O. B. Hyun et al [24] measured the elementary pinning force of a single vortex 
trapped in a Pb(2.5 at %)Bi thin film and O. B. Hyun [27] investigated the single vortex motion in 
a SNS Josephson junction made of PbBi(2.5 at 9J)-AgAl{4 at %)-PbBi(2.5 at %). The SNS junctions 
first used in this work had the disadvantage of having a low junction resistance (in the micro-ohm 
range) which causes the voltage signals to be in the range of a few tenths of a nanovolt and therefore 
difficult to measure. One way around this problem is to introduce an extra insulating layer leading to 
a superconductor-normal metal-insulator-superconductor (S.XIS) junctions. Qiang Li [28] made used of 
a Pb-.\l-.\lj.Oj,-PbBi junction in order to further investigate the motion of a single vortex and measure 
the elementary pinning force in these S.N'IS junctions. Subsecpiently. Sanders [29] studied the thermal 
depinning process in a Pb-.-Vl-.-\.lj.Oy-PbBi junction and found that the first depinning occurs when the 
order parameter of the bulk Pb is about 209J of the T = 0 value. Junghyun Sok[;{0] repeated this 
experiment for a .Vb-.\l-.-\lrOy-Nb junction and found that the corresponding quantity was equal to 
247c. 
The prime interest of the present research is to measure the thermal energy needed for depinning a 
trapped vorte.x when an external magnetic field is perpendicular to the plane of the junction, and thus 
there are .Meissner currents flowing along the edge of the film. These currents introduce an additional 
force and we wish to study thermal depinning under the influence of this force. These studies are 
of interest because Nb junctions are used in a wide range of electronic applications. Such junctions 
are useful, for instance, in superconducting quantum interference devices (SQl'IDs) or in vorte.x-flow 
transistors because their performance can be enhanced by tuning the parameters of the individual 
junctions to optimum operation values [;$!]. Furthermore gated Josephson junctions can be used as 
Joseph-son field-efTect transistors (JOFETs) [32]. 
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2 THEORY AND MODELS 
Josephson equations 
In 1957. Bardeen. Cooper, and Schrieffer [:{;{] developed a microscopic theory (known as BCS theory) 
to describe both a superconducting ground state wavefunction and the excitation spectrum in very 
general terms. This theory develops a relation for the transition temperature Tc in terms of: the Debye 
frequency, the coupling constant for the attractive interaction of pairs of electrons. I': and the 
normal state density of states. .V(0): 
.-Vlthough the BSC theory is the fundamental microscopic theory of superconductivity, it does not 
take into account the spatial inhomogeneity which is of great importance in type [I superconductors. 
On the other hand, the macroscopic phenomenological Ginzburg-Landau theory [;{4] is very successful 
in describing phenomena in which both the Fields and the wavefunctions vary over space. The main 
point of this theory is the derivation of the local free energy of the superconductor, the tnininiization 
of which leads to the celebrated Ginzburg-Landau differential equations 
o (.• + L'H 5  ^ (.'=0 (-1) 
' I n i '  \  i  c  j  
f ' h  f : ' ~  
J = - c Vc") l 'VA. (2.2) 
' 2 t n ' t  r n ' c  
where a and j  are parameters of the theory. A is the vector potential, i.- = is the order parameter 
and J is the supercurrent density. This theory describes the wavefunction of the vorte.x state and 
provides an excellent tool to predict the behavior of type II materials. 
In 19(52. .Josephson [2-5] was able to predict that a zero voltage supercurrent 
f ,  = I c s i n A O  ('^•5) 
should flow between two superconducting electrodes separated by a thin insulating barrier of thickness 
L as in Figure 2.1. Here A0 is the difference in the phase of the Ginzburg-Landau wavefunction. v. 
in the two electrodes, and the critical current is the maximum supercurrent that the junction can 
support. Josephson also predicted that under a potential difference V  across the junction. A0 would 
vary as 
rl \(} 
(2.4) 
dt h 
These two effects are widely known as the dc and ac Josephson effects and have been fully confirmed 
e.Kperinientally. 
Cross section 
Figure 2.1 S<-hernatic of a Josephson junction. S  and I denote the supercon­
ducting electrodes and the insulating barrier <-orrespondingly 
Spatial variation of the phase difference 
If no magnetic fields are present in the junction, the phase 0  in each electrode is constant and the 
current of Eq. (2.15) is uniform across the junction, as in Figure 2.2. With an applied field B. there will 
be a vector potential A. where B = V x A. and thus a spatial variation of the phase of the wavefunction. 
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In general A0 would be a function of x and y .  Eq. (2.3) then should be modified to 
J { x .  y )  =  J o s i n A 9 { x .  y )  (2.5) 
where J ( x . y )  is the supercurrent density across the junction. The current can be found by integrating 
. J ( x . y )  o v e r  t h e  e n t i r e  c r o s s  s e c t i o n .  I n  o r d e r  t o  d o  s o ,  \ 9  s h o u l d  b e  k n o w n  a s  a  f u n c t i o n  o f  j :  a n d  y .  
Substitution of v = |f|e"' into Eq. (2.2) gives 
e '  m ' 3  hVO A = (2.()) 
c  e - | c i -
It is well known [:5.5] that supercurrents flow only on the surface and so J can be taken as zero deep 
inside the .superconductor. For the path F shown in Figure 2.3 
^ A d l  =  y ^ B d S  ( 2 . 7 )  
where 5 is any surface bounded by F. Using elementary properties of calculus 
J VOi -dl + y V02 • dl = (^i(i/+ t/y) -  ^i(l/)) + (^2(y) -  ^2(i/+ t/y)) = A^?(y) - A0(y + f/i/) (2.8) 
The corresponding integrations along F3 and F4 cancel each other because they are infinitesimally close 
and have opposite directions. Therefore, the integration of Eq. (2.(d) leads to 
A O { y  +  d y )  — A0(i/) = -  ^^Bjrdy (2.!)) 
<Po 
where is the i-omponent of the magnetic field along the .K-a.\is and <l>f) = h c / f '  is the flux quantum. 
.-V similar argument leads to 
2 - L  
<t>Q 
\ 0 { x +  d x )  -  2 ^ 0 ( x ]  =  ^ ^ B , j d x  (2.10) 
which implies that in general [20] 
^r,AO(x.y) = ^B x-z (2.11) 
< P o  
This equation gives the x . y  variation of A0 in terms of the magnetic field present in the junction. In 
practice, there is a substantial penetration of magnetic field inside the two superconducting electrodes 
and so L should be replaced by 
dff J = Z. Aj + A*j (2.12) 
where Ai and A t  are the penetration lengths in the electrodes 1 and 2 respectively. 
Supercurrent 
Figure 'l.'l Loss of current uniformity across the junction under the presence 
of a magnetic field 
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y 
W 
> 
Superconductor 1 Superconductor 2 
Figure 2.3 Integration path across a Josephson junction 
Small junction limit 
When Eq. (2.11) is combined with Eqs. (2..'5.2.1) and the fourth .Ma.xwell equation, it can be shown 
[20] that they lead to a sine-Gordon equation of the form: 
1 d - ^ e  I 
= ^.s/nA0 f -  a t -  X j  
where \j is the Josephson penetration depth and is given by 
f<I>o 
In the steadv state 
d f f f . J f )  
V ' A O  = - ^ s i n A O  
'V 
(2 . i : { )  
( 2 . M )  
which shows that A O  varies appreciably over lengths that are comparable to \ j  and that current 
uniformity in the junction can be achieved only when w <C Aj. where u- is the width of the junction. 
This is known as the small junction limit and all our results will be assumed to lie on this limit. In 
9 
practice, the small junction limit can be achieved by increasing the temperature which results in an 
decrease of ./q. On the other hand, low temperatures are needed in most of our measurements, in order 
to prevent instabilities due to thermal activation of the vortices. Therefore the temperature where the 
measurements were taken, was optimized for both current uniformity and vorte.x stability. For the two 
samples used in the present work, with ID names MB.'?-126 and DK5-91. these optimum temperatures 
were found to be 7.993 and 6.995 K ' respectively. The .\ppendi.\ shows the corresponding calculation 
for the MB.'i-l'ib sample. The resulting Josephson supercurrents were less than about I m.\. 
Physical interpretation of Eq. (2.11) 
Given the magnetic field distribution in the junction, one can get from Eq. ("2.11) the phase difference 
AO and insert it back to Eq. (2.5) in order to derive the current. This procedure will be adopted in 
subsequent sections in order to get the current-field characteristics for the cases of a uniform external 
parallel field, a field due to a vorte.x. and a superimposed field due to two vortices. In this section 
we follow the argument of Eq. (2.11) and give a physical interpretation which will make it easier to 
derive A0 for any field B. Consider a square junction of width w and thickness d^jj as in Figure 2.4. 
I n t e g r a t i n g  E q .  ( 2 . 1 1 )  ( w i t h  L  r e p l a c e d  b y  d . j j  )  a l o n g  t h e  p a t h  P Q  
f  V - , A O  •  d l  =  f  ( B x z )  d l  ( 2 . 1 ( 5 )  
J PQ 'Po J PQ 
and rewriting (B x z) • dl = B • (z x dl) leads to 
f  B t d l  (2.17) 
1*0 J PQ 
where t = z x dl/|dl| is the unit vector which lies on the x . y  plane and is perpendicular to dl at every 
point of the PQ curve. .Vote that the quantity = d^fj fp^Btdl = f is just the 
magnetic flux through the strip P Q Q ' P ' .  Typically the point P  is chosen as a reference point and is 
taken as the origin (0.0). as in Figure 2.5. If the coordinates of point Q are [x.y). then the above result 
can be written as 
A 0 { x . y )  =  -n + 2t^^^ = + 0(^-. > j )  C^-18) 
<t>o 
where <I>(j-.//) is the fiux through the strip f in Figure 2.5. "n = A0(O.O) and 0(j:.y) = 27r<t>(j-. y)/<l>(i. 
Note that if the path F is chosen along a field line, the flux through the corresponding strip is zero 
which means that AO is constant and from Eq. (2.5) the current density is also constant. In other words 
the magnetic field lines in the junction are also equi-current lines. 
'These two temperatures were initially set to S.OOO and 7.000 K respectively, but there is always st)me experimental 
fliscrep.incy in the temperature controller between the pnigrammed set temperature and the real temperature. 
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Figure 2.4 Physical interpretation of Eq. (2.11) 
II 
(x,y) B-lines 
(0,0) 
Figure "l.h Magnetic flux through a strip 
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Critical current 
The total current / across the junction is found by integrating the Josephson current density J over 
the junction's cross section. Inserting Eq. (2.18) into Eq. (2.5) gives 
I  =  j j d x d y J o s i n  ( - ) Q  +  Q ( x .  y ) )  =  s i n - j o  l i  +  c o s ~ / o  h  (2.19) 
where /[ = ./q  j" J" d x d y c o s Q i x .  y )  and / t  =  J q  f  J  d x d y } > i n Q { x .  y ) .  The above expression can be written 
as 
/  =  ( / i -  l - > )  •  ( a i n - n j . c o s - i o )  =  ( / ?  +  / 2 ) ' ^ " ( A i n - . | j '  - f  c o - s - . , ] ) ' ' ' • c o s q  ( 2 . 2 0 )  
where q  is the angle between the vectors (/i. [•>) and {i>in-o.cos~:o). Since by definition the critical 
current fc is the maximum current that the junction can sustain without developing a potential difference 
across it. a has to be set equal to 0 in the last equation to yield 1^. Therefore 
I c  =  ( I \  +  ~  l a  { { s i n Q ( x . y ) ) -  + (cos0(x. l/))'} (2.21) 
where the brackets denote spatial averaging over the junction area .4 = u  -. and /o = J o / A .  
External magnetic field parallel to the plane of the junction 
In this section an - S curve will be derived for the case of an external magnetic field B = B y  
applied parallel to the plane of the junction. .\n easy path to calculate flux is the straight line T shown 
in Figure 2.f5. The flux through the f x df/j strip is equal to the flux through the Fi x d^f f strip, and 
its value is given by <P(x.y) = Byd^fjx. Therefore 
0(X.</)=2X^?^^ = 3X' (2.22) 
• P q  D o  
where B,, = < P i ) / d ^ f f W  a n d  x '  is the normalized .K-coordinate x '  =  x / [ a - / 2 ) .  When this result is inserted 
in Eq. (2.21). it leads [36] to 
I n  
This equation is the same one that produces the familiar Fraunhofer pattern in Optics and a graph of 
it is given in Figure 2.7. For the rest of this work the symbols x and y will be used without primes to 
d e n o t e  t h e  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  n o r m a l i z e d  c o o r d i n a t e s  x / ( w / ' l ]  a n d  y / { u - / ' 2 ) .  
Single vortex 
Consider the case shown in Figure 2.S. If a vortex nucleates at the bottom film, there are two cases: 
Fhe flux lines in the insulating barrier will be shielded by the top superconducting film and e.xcluded 
s i  n ( B , j /  B „  
B y / B „  
(2.2:5) 
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vortex flux l ines 
Figure 2.8 \'orte.\ nuc-leation at the bottom film. The flu.x lines in the insu­
lating barrier a) are shielded by the top superconducting film and 
b) they find their way through the top film by means of a second 
vortex, which in general will be misaligned from the first one 
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from the junction or they will find their way through the top film by means of a second vortex, which 
in general will be misaligned from the first one. In the former case we speak of a single vortex while in 
the latter of a dipole vortex in the barrier. In this section the pha^e 0(jr. y) will be derived for the case 
of a single vortex in the barrier. Figure 2.9 shows the distribution of the flux lines of a positive vortex 
at (jTo. i/o) in the barrier. By convention, for a positive vortex, the lines emerge out of the page. .\s in 
the previous section, the path F is chosen to be a straight line. If it assumed that the field lines in the 
barrier spread out isotropically. then it is easy to see that only a fraction of the quantum of flux 
of the vortex goes through the stripe F x c/. where - i  -  - ( x . y . x o . y o )  is the angle that the vortex at 
(j^u-l/o) subtends the points (0.0) and (x.y). Therefore 
^  \  -  ( - r . y . x o .  l / o )  
< P + ( x . y . x o . y o )  =  r  ^ * 0  ( ^ - ^ - l )  
Jtt 
and 
^  ' ^ + ( x . y . x o . y o )  .  ,  
0 + ( x . y .  xq. ( / o )  =  2 -  =  -'(x. f/. x q .  ( / u )  ( 2 . 2 o )  
< P o  
In the case of a negative vortex the flux through the same stripe is negative and so 0_ (x. y. xq. yo) = 
—-.(x. y. Xq. yo). It should be noted that in numerical calculations some caution should be exercised when 
using the function tan~^(x) or arctan(x) to calculate -• because it is only defined within ( — 
When both an external magnetic field and a vortex are present in the junction, the superposition 
principle states that the two fields and therefore the corresponding phases should be added together. 
From Eqs. (2.22. 2.25) the combined phase is 
Q  
0 ( x .  y .  X ( j .  y o )  =  - - ^ x  +  -  ( x .  y .  x o .  i / o )  ( 2 . 2 ( 5 )  
So far nothing has been said for the boundary effects due to the finite size of the junction. These effects 
play little role when the vortex is in the middle of the junction, but a significant role when it is near the 
edge. Screening currents circulating parallel to the edge of the junction force the magnetic field lines 
of Figure 2.9 to be perpendicular to the edge [27]. By assuming the vortex to be a magnetic monopole 
charge, the problem becomes mathematically the same as the 2-D electrostatic problem of a charge in 
a grounded rectangular box. The charge generates infinite number of image charges outside the box. 
.Moreover, the images distribute all over the x-y plane to form a periodic lattice, as shown schematically 
in Figure 2.10. Therefore the last equation is to be modified as 
Q  
0(x. (/. x,). yo) = ^x + -(real vortex) +-(all images) (2.27) 
Oq  
.\ti exact analytical solution for 0(x. y .  x q .  y o )  from J. Clem can be found in O. Huyn's dissertation [27]. 
.\s in the last section, this expression is to be substituted in Eq. (2.21) in order to calculate the critical 
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current across the junction. The resulting integrations are too complicated to result in an analytical 
expression and the critical current is calculated numerically. When it comes to computer programming, 
it is easier to calculate 0(x. y. xo-!/o) by just including a certain number of neighboring image vortices 
and apply superposition by adding all the phases together. 
Two vortices 
The procedure of calculating the critical current for the case that there are two vortices present in 
the junction, is the same as in the last section. By superposition 
Q  
Q ( j r .  y )  —  T—+ -'(real vorte.v I) + 7(all images of 1) + 7(real vortex 2) + -'(all images of 2 }  (2.28) 
B o  
.\s above, the calculation has to be done numerically. 
Elementary pinning force 
When a current density J is applied to a superconducting thin film that contains vortices, each 
vorte.x feels a Lorentz force per unit length J x ^o/c. where #o is a vector parallel to the vortex with 
magnitude equal to <I>o [28]. So far. there has been no general analytical solution available for the 
transport current density distribution in a thin film. When the penetration length A is less than the 
film s thickness d. and in turn this is less than the film's width w however, a useful approximation has 
been derived [37. ;!8] for I'. the current per unit width of the junction 
I '  =  ( l / - ) - [ ( u - r i ) -  - X - ] - " -  (2.29) 
where x is measured from the film s center and I  is the applied current. The Lorentz force in terms of 
r is / = = /'<t>o/c. When the current I of Eq. (2.29) is replaced by the current necessary 
to depin a vortex, this Lorentz force equals the pinning force and is given by: 
/p = (/'^^'•<l.o/;rc) • [(.r/-.^)' " (2.;!0) 
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3 EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND CONDITIONS 
Sample preparation 
Two SN'IS junctions with ID names DK5-91 and MB;{-126 were successfully fabricated in a high 
vacuum sputtering chamber. Both junctions were of the cross type and their composition was Nb-Ag-
Al-Alj-Oy-Nb as shown in Figure ."5.1. 
Each metallic film (including the terminal pads) was deposited by bringing a specially designed mask 
in contact with the sample and then exposing it to a DC magnetron sputtering source, as in Figure 
3.2. Usually the source (or target) is biased with a highly negative potential of several hundred volts 
with respect to the sample. .\t the same time a constant Ar gas pressure (10 - 20 niTorr) is maintained 
within the chamber. Due to the negative potential, electrons are field emitted from the source. .\ 
magnetic field caused by the source's magnets forces the electrons to spiral, thus enlarging tlieir path 
length in the .\r gas and therefore increasing the likelihood of ionizing an .\r atom. The electrons gain 
kinetic energy due to the electric field and eventually collide with the heavy .\r atoms. The positive 
•Vr atoms that emerge out of the collisions are accelerated by the electric field towards the source and 
the resulting collision drives material out of the source and towards the sample substrate where it is 
deposited. 
A process known as a glow discharge oxidation was used in order to oxidize the .-VI layer. During 
this process, oxygen gas pressure (20—10 mTorr) is maintained in the chamber and an aluminum ring 
with a diameter of about t inches is biased at a high voltage with respect to the chamber ground. This 
causes a glow discharge which ionizes the oxygen atoms and makes them more reactive resulting in 
higher oxidation rates. Typical deposition and oxidation parameters for the two samples DK-5-91 and 
.\IB;5-I2(i are shown in Table ."5.1 
All the above processes took place in the chamber shown in Figure Typically the chamber was 
evacuated to a base pressure of about o x 10"'' Pa (-1 x 10"'^ Torr) with the aid of a turbo pump and a 
baking blanket. The sample could be easily inserted into, and removed from tiie chamber by means of 
the load-lock mechanism without breaking the high vacuum. The sample also could be easily released in 
•21 
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Figure ;i.l Cross type Josephson junction 
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Figure ;}.2 The sputtering process 
Table ;{.l Deposition and oxidation parameters for the samples DKo-91 and 
MB:{-r26 
sample layer time P(mTorr) 1(A) V(V) rate(.-l/s) t(.-l) 
MB;i-r26 A" 6 2 h 20 Ar 0.(5 •22o O.r, 4000 
I min 0 Ar O.-l 470 ~ :t000 
A l  () min 10 Ar 0.(5 400 8.4 :{000 
AlrO,j 80 min oO O -500 
S h  2 h •20 Ar 0.(5 •22.0 O.o 4000 
DIvo-01 \ h  80 min •20 Ar 0.(5 260 0.8 4000 
1 min 0 Ar 0.1 200 ~ aooo 
A l  (j min 10 Ar 0.(5 400 8.4 :?000 
A l r O y  8 min 20 0 -oOO 
X h  1.0 h •20 Ar 0.(5 •260 0.8 ~ 4000 
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Figure 3.3 The iiigii vacuum sputtering chamber 
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one of the four receptacles on the rotating disk. The receptacles were symmetrically located 90° apart 
on the disk and at the bottom of each receptacle there was a mask corresponding to a different film 
configuration. Once the sample was released in one of the receptacles, the disk was rotated in order to 
bring the sample above one of the .\g. .A.l or .\b sputtering sources. Then the source would be turned 
on with the rotating shutter closed for a period of time in order to clean its surface from any possible 
surface adsorbants (a process known as presputtering). Deposition would begin when the shutter was 
open (rotated away). The thickness monitor was located close to the .\b and .\1 sources enabling a 
direct in-situ measurement of the .\b and .-Vl thickness. 
The deposition procedure of sample 126 follows. Other samples were prepared in a similar way. 
First an o.xidized Si substrate was cleaned by rinsing it with alcohol and blowing it with .%'•_> gas. The 
substrate was a piece of a typical single crystal wafer, o.vidized and cut along one of its major a.\es. This 
substate forms the basis on top of which the various layers are deposited. The substrate was mounted 
underneath a special holder with the help of a thin smear of .A.piezon vacuum grease. Subsequently, the 
holder was inserted into the e.\change port of Figure :5..'5 through the e.vchange window and attached 
on the lower end of the load-lock mechanism. The exchange port, which was isolated from the chamber 
by a valve, had to be pumped down to a pressure of less than -500 mTorr before the valve would open. 
The holder then was safely lowered and inserted in one of the receptacles on the rotating disk. The first 
layer to be fleposited was the bottom .\b. The cold trap was filled with liquid nitrogen in order to trap 
water vapor and o.xygen gas which react very strotigly with .\b and thus degrade its superconducting 
properties. The disk was rotated .so as to bring the substrate above the .\b source. The shutter was 
brought on top of the .N'b source and .Vr gas would allow to flow into the chamber through a flow 
modulator which was run by a pressure controller. Then the .\b source was presputtered for at least 
an hour and tlien the shutter would be rotated away, allowing thus the .\b tlu.\ from the source to 
reach the sample. Deposition then would take place. Once the desired film thickness was displayed on 
the thickness monitor controller '. the source would be turned off and the load-lock would transfer the 
sample holder to a different receptacle on the disc for the ne.xt film to be deposited. The .\g and .\l 
films would follow a similar procedure with the deposition parameters shown in Table .'{.I. .\lso a set 
of four .\g pads would be deposited as in Figure ;{.l in order to be able later to add contact wires. The 
ne.xt step was the o.vidation of the aluminum. Oxygen gas would be inserted into the system through 
the flow modulator and a negative potential difference (-.500 V) would he applied oti the .\1 ring of 
Figure 3.;? with respect to the chamber s wall. The oxygen ions would react strongly with the .-Vl layer 
' See .Vppenrli.v B 
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on the sample and would form an oxide layer. L'nfortunately. there was not any technique available 
for a direct in situ measurement of the oxidation rate. The only information about the quality of the 
oxide layer, was a resistivity measurement at the end of the deposition process outside the chamber, 
and so the user had to use his experience and intuition in selecting the oxidation parameters of Table 
3.1. .\fter the end of the oxidation process, the chamber as well as the gas lines and flow modulator 
had to be pumped for prolonged times (2 to 3 hours) to make sure that all the oxygen was removed 
before the next film would be deposited. The process of depositing the top .\'b film was similar to the 
one followed above for the bottom .\b film. 
Cryostat 
Once a sample was made, the next step was to insert it into in the cryostat as shown in Figure 3.-1. 
First of all. thin wires (Copper, number 40) were attached to the .\g pads by pressure bonded 0.3-mm-
diam In wire. Then the sample was mounted on the Cu block shown in the same figure by applying a 
thin smear of Apiezon vacuum grease and the Cu wires were soldered on the wire terminals. These wire 
terminals are wired all the way up to a scanner outside the cryostat without break points in between 
in order to avoid contact potentials and thermal emfs. On the back of the Cu block at the same height 
as the sample, there was a calibrated carbon glass resistor (CGR) thermometer (shown underneath 
the sample in Figure 3.4 for simplicity). Its sole function was to monitor the sample's temperature. .V 
second diode thermometer was mounted close to a resistive heater (~ 3oOQ) and botli were connected to 
a Lake Shore DRC-82C temperature controller. This control circuit was able to maintain a temperature 
stability of a few millikelvin. The sample and all the above elements were sealed inside the vacuum 
can which was pumped continuously with a turbomolecular drag pump ". The vacuum can was inside 
the He b.ith and two orthogonal pairs of Helmholtz coils were attached on it. These coils are made of 
superconducting Pb wires and their function is to provide a uniform magnetic field either parallel or 
perpendicular to the plane of the junction. The He bath was thermally isolated from the liquid nitrogen 
bath by means of the insulating jackets which were evacuated by a mechanical pump. There were two 
Co-.\etic metal cylindrical shields at the bottom of the two baths, surrounding the vacuutn can and the 
coils (not shown in Figure 3.4). Those shields reduced the ambient magnetic field to less than 5 m(I 
and provided the necessary stable magnetic environment and screened out electric and magnetic noise 
from outside. 
•See Appendix B 
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Data acquisition 
As mentioned above, the junction is connected to the wire terminals l.2.3.5.fi.7 as in Figure and 
these terminals are connected to a current source and a voltmeter through an HP :5495A scanner, which 
is basically a set of switches. When the number 20 pair of switches is closed, the voltmeter is connected 
to the junction ends .A and C. Below Tc. both the top and the bottom films become superconducting and 
so a measurement of V.^c" is a direct measurement of the potential across the junction. Table •\.'2 shows 
the different combinations of switches used for the different measurements. When the number 35 pair of 
switches is closed, the current flows from point B through the junction to D. This current configuration 
which is known as "asynmietric feed" has two main disadvantages. On one hand, there are magnetic 
fields produced by the stripes BO and DO and on the other, the current is not very uniform throughout 
the square cross section of the junction because current flows through only two of its four sides. The 
above two problems can be easily overcome by using a "symmetric feed" of currents throughout the 
junction. It can be achieved by closing two pairs of switches, number 31 and 32. Then positive current 
enters through points .A and B. flows through the junction at O. and returns to the current source 
through points C and D. There are two benefits of using a symmetric feed of current. First, the current 
through the junction is more uniform. Second, the magnetic field produced by the two parts of the top 
(or the bottom) Rim are opposite in sign and cancel out. Finally, the two pair of switches, number 30 
and 33. are used to pass a current through only the bottom or the top film correspondingly. Below 
Tc- there is no voltage drop along these films but above Tc. the measured voltage Vac divided by the 
magnitude of the current gives the resistance of the parts .VO and CO correspondingly. These resistance 
measurements are very important in determining the quality of these two films. 
Table 3.2 The scanner connections of Fig 3.5 and their functions 
pairs of switches closed current path T function 
20. 30 A -+ B < Tc ^ P P ^ y  ^ h o t t  o n l  
20. 30 A B > r. measure R..jo 
20. 31. 32 .\.B junction —>• C.D < T ,  measure Rjuncnon- symmetric feed 
20. 33 D C < T ,  apply U o p  
20. 33 D -)• C > T ,  measure Rco 
20. 35 B —r junction —>• D < r,. measure R j u n r t m n -  asymmetric feed 
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Figure ;5.5 Tlie coiinectiotis to the junction in the oryostat. 
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Resistivity measurements 
In all but the last section of this chapter, entitled "Two vorte.x problem", sample .\IB.'5-126 was used 
e.Kclusively. Figure 4.1 and -1.2 show the resistivity measurements performed on the bottom and top 
film of this sample respectively. From these graphs it can be inferred that the transition temperatures 
for the bottom and the top .\b films are T^"' = 8.876 K and = 9.314 K. The latter value may 
seem a little high compared to the bulk .\b value of 9.25 K. but it is not unusual for .\b thin films 
to show a of as high as 10.1 [39]. Both films become superconducting below about 8.9 K but 
definitely the top film is of better quality because its transition is sharper and its Tc is higher. .Note 
also that in Figure 4.1 it appears as if there are two transitions present. This is probably due to an 
oxide layer formed on the bottom .\'b film during the glow discharge oxidation process by oxygen that 
diffuses through the .\1 and .\g barriers. .Vnother contributing factor is the pro.ximity effect that the 
.\g metal induces into the bottom .\b film. 
Figure 4..'{shows a typical V — I curve taken with the voltage 1' measured across the junction and the 
current [ fed symmetrically in the junction, as was described in the section "Data .Vcquisition" in chapter 
above, .\lthough theoretically the critical current 4 a well defined quantity for S.N'S junctions, 
where the resistively shunted junction (RS.I) model applies [40]. experimentally it is hard sometimes to 
determine for these S.N'IS junctions because the interface conditions are not so well understood. Previous 
authors in our group [23. 28. 41] have used the method of extrapolating the tangent of the steepest 
slope to the I axis. This could be done with a relatively high precision because most of their data were 
of the form of curves taken with a strip recorder. In the present work, the data were fligitized. as in 
Figure 4.3. and so there were only few points to draw the tangent to the steepest slope. Since individual 
data points are always subject to noise, the method of steepest slope could not be utilized su<'cessfully. 
Instead, a new method was devi.sed for data above 7.0 K which consisted of the following steps: 
1. Find the point of the highest voltage I max- All our measurements were taken at the same 
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temperature and the same Imax and therefore I'mar Wcis about the same. 
2. Pick the first three successive points that are above 10 % of I mar- as in Fig 4.3. 
3. Draw a least-squares line through these three points and the point before them (point # 0 in the 
plot). 
4. E.xtrapolate to the / a.xis to get 
This method was able to give good agreement between theory and experiment as can be seen in the 
diffraction patterns shown in later sections. In what follows, the symbol In will be used to denote 
lc(B = 0). the critical current for the cases where there is no e.>:ternal field applied to the junction. 
L'sing the above method, the dependence of I n  versus T  was determined by a series of I' — I  curves 
at various temperatures. The result is shown in Figure 4.4a. From this plot, it is hard to determine the 
transition temperature of the junction (which in general differs from those of the two films) because the 
curve has a very small slope near 8.7 K. However, when the same data are plotted on a semi-log graph, 
it appears to be a sharp transition as in Figure 4.4b. That implies a power law fit of /o on T. Trying a 
function of the form Iq = /o(0) — (T/Tc)'^^ . a very good fit could be obtained with /o(0) = 13.1(5 
mA. Tc = 8.907 K. J = 4. and -• = 3. The 3 — 4 value is rather unusual and it has never being seen 
i n  t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  b e f o r e [ 2 S .  4 1 .  4 2 .  4 3 .  4 4 ] .  . N e a r  T ^ .  t h e  d a t a  c a n  b e  f i t t e d  q u i t e  w e l l  b y  ( 1  —  T / T c ) .  
( I  —  ( T / T c ) ' .  a n d  ( 1  —  T / T c ) ^ ^ '  f o r  S . N ' S .  S I S .  a n d  S N I S  j u n c t i o n s  r e s p e c t i v e l y  [ 2 8 ] .  T h e  ( L  —  ( T / T . , ) ' ^ )  
dependence may imply some connection to the penetration length A which varies with temperature as 
\ { T )  
Nucleation of a vortex 
In order to study the behavior of a single vorte.v in a junction, a method has to be used that will 
systematically nucleate a single vorte.x. Since a vorte.v is basically a unit of magnetic flu.x. it means that 
a sufficiently high magnetic field has to be applied in the junction in order to create enough magnetic 
energy to overcome the superconducting condensation energy So far there are three main systematic 
processes of vorte.x nucleation: 
I. .-\pplication of an external uniform magnetic field while cooling the junction through T,;. This 
process is known as "field cooling nucleation". 
' Sff Appencli.x B 
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reveals the e.xistence of a transition temperature which is in agree­
ment with a transition-type theoretical fit 
"2. Application of a current through either the top or the bottom film while they are in the super­
conducting state. These currents generate magnetic fields that are able to nucleate a vortex. This 
method is known as "transport current nucleation" 
3. Cooling through T<; in the presence of stray fields from heater, fore pump etc. Sometimes a vortex 
will be present in the junction even though all systematic sources of magnetic fields are off. This 
is because spatial inhomogeneities and defects in the junction tend to trap any stray fields that 
happen to be around. .\s the area surrounding the defect becomes superconducting from cooling, 
the expelled flux tends to accumulate in the defects. When this compressed flux is large enough, 
it will initiate a vortex. 
Usually one or the other method is tried repeatedly in a trial-and-error fashion until a vorte.v is 
nucleated. Sometimes, as in step above, one or more vortices will be present in the junction and 
so nothing has to be done. .Vormally one measure the" diffraction pattern" - in order to determine if 
a vortex has been nucleated in the junction. There is however, an easier and quicker way to do this. 
Figure 4.5 shows a theoretical calculation of Iq. the critical current of a diffraction pattern for zero field, 
along the x-axis. It is obvious that Io(x). where r is the position of a single vorte.x along the x-axis. is a 
very smooth, monotonically increasing function of jr. with lo tending to zero close to x = 0. the center 
of the junction. That implies that a simple V — I measuretnent followed by a determination of the 
critical current is usually a sufficient indication of the presence of one or more vortices in the junction. 
.\ plot along other axis shows a similar behavior. 
Determination of /qo and Bq 
The experimental diffraction patterns which are of the form "L versus B" have to be normalized 
into versus B/Bn " in order to be compared to the theoretical diffraction patterns, where /on is 
the critical current at zero field and Bq is the field of the first minimum in the non-vortex diffraction 
pattern. In practice it is difficult to measure directly these two quantities because one is never sure 
whether a particular diffraction pattern is the non-vortex one or not. This is ijecause the diffraction 
patterns for the case of a junction without any vortices present (vorte.K-free junction) and a junction 
with a vortex close to its edge, are barely distinguishable. Consider for example the case of a vortex at 
X = 0.0. y = 0.8 in Figure '2.7. Its only difference from the non-vortex Fraunhofer diffraction pattern is 
that its maximum is about 1.59( lower. .\ri easier way to determine /qo and Br, with a relatively good 
"Srff! Appt'ruiix B 
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precision is to look at a one-vortex diffraction pattern with a rather unique shape and compare it to the 
theory. In the present work the diffraction pattern shown in Figure 4.6a was chosen for this purpose. It 
was taken after a field of B; = -8 mG was applied while cooling the junction from 10.5 K (higher than 
Tc ~ 9.0 K) down to 7.993 K in 200 steps of I second each (field cooling method). Its ~M-type" shape 
is characteristic of a one-vortex diffraction pattern. Our theoretical diffraction patterns are calculated 
with a vortex position accuracy of 0.05. Within this accuracy, there are about twenty distinguishable 
""M-type"' diffraction patterns to compare with only a few with the two ma.xima being equal, .\mong 
these, the one shown in Figure -1.6b had the closest minimuni-to-maximum-peak-ratio to the one in 
Figure 4.6a. Comparing these two diffraction patterns, /qq and Bo were easily determined to be 759 
/iA and 357 mC correspondingly. .Vdditionally. it was noted that the pattern of Figure 4.(ja was not 
centered around S = 0 G as the one in Figure 4.6b. which probably means that there was a small 
magnetic field background of 60 mG present in the experimental apparatus even when all the coils were 
off. .-Vlthough this field is small, it is still significant for the purpose of the present experiment and so 
a new piece of Co-.\etic shield was added to the system after this diffraction pattern was taken. This 
new shield was able to keep the background magnetic field to a level of about 5 niG. It should be noted 
that our measured diffraction patterns had to be shifted appropriately in order to account for this offset 
field. 
Depinning current versus temperature through the bottom film 
Once a vortex is nucleated in the junction, it is usually "pinned" at one of the "pinning sites'" ^ and 
unless some external energy is supplied to it. it will probably remain there, providing the temperature 
is low enough. The magnetic field of the vortex e.xerts a Lorentz force on any currents that happen to 
be around it. From the act ion-react ion principle these currents exert an equal and opposite Lorentz 
force on the vortex. This principle is utilized in the present work by applying a current Ip through the 
bottom film at different temperatures in order to measure the depinning current . the current that 
first "depins" ^ the vortex, versus temperature. Once [p was applied at a given temperature, the system 
was brought down to a lower reference temperature 7.99."5 K in order to measure the 1' — / curves. The 
reasons for choosing 7.993 K are explained in the discussion following Eq. (2.15). The experiment to 
measure at a particular temperature consisted of the following steps: 
1. .Vucleate a vortex and bring the system to the reference temperature of 7.993 K. 
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2. Take a I' — / curve in order to verify that there is a vortex present in the junction. 
Warm up to the desired temperature in 25 steps of I second each. 
4. .Measure the temperature. .N'ame this temperature T p .  
•5. .Apply [p through the bottom film for o seconds. 
6. Decrease the temperature to the reference temperature with the same rate used in step 2 above. 
7. Take a I' — / curve and determine Iq. 
8. Plot the (/p. /q) pair on a graph. 
9. Repeat steps 2-7 above with slightly higher [p. 
Figure 4.7 shows a plot of In versus fp that was taken according to the above procedure at Tp = 8.1-58 
K. The sample was first cooled from 10.o K (higher than Tc ~ 9.0 K) down to 7.993 K in 100 steps 
of 1 second each and a 1' — / was taken in order to determine if there was a vortex trapped in the 
junction. .Since /q ~ (joO^.-V (first point of Figure 4.7) was significantly smaller than the theoretical 
value of /()Q = 759/i.-\. (calculated in the last section), it was inferred that there was a trapped vortex 
near the edge of the junction. Each value of [q in Figure 4.7 was determined by a separate 1' — / 
measurement as the inset shows. It is apparent that there is a flat portion on the /o — Ip curve where 
the vortex is pinned and the Lorentz force is smaller that the pinning force. .\t higher <nirrents the 
vortex starts to move but the steps are rather continuous and it is difficult to extract the from the 
graph. This result is in contrast with measurements done in Pb-based junctions which have a step-like 
behavior at the depinning current [27. 28]. .\s was mentioned above, there is some noise on our \ ' — I 
curves and therefore there is some uncertainty in determining Iq precisely. In order to extract the 
quantity 
.V 
.i = Y.{V{i)-\h{i})- (4.1) 
1=1 
was plotted versus Ip as in Figure 4.8. In this expression. l'(/) is the set of measured voltages for each 
data point of Figure 4.7 and lo(') the corresponding set for Ip = 0. From now on .s will be referred as 
the "sum of the square differences"". It is clear that the plot of Figure 4.8 provides a better evidence 
that the vortex was initially pinned until some current I^''^ was reached. .-Vlso in this plot the depinning 
occurs continuously and so a criterion is needed to determine Ip'^''. The criterion was that is the 
current when first .s = 0.01. as it is shown in the figure. 
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Figure 4.7 Dependence of the critical current on the transport current Ip. ap­
plied through the bottom film at 7), = S.158 K. The inset indicates 
that every point on the graph corresponds to a different \' — I 
mea:5urement with /o determined as in Figure 4.;{ 
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The procedure described in the last paragraph was repeated for several temperatures, as in Figure 
4.9a where curves for only 6 different temperatures are shown for clarity. In order to ensure similar, 
if not identical initial conditions, the sample was warmed above, and cooled through Tr as above. 
Surprisingly, values close to 6oO/jA were always obtained for [q at [p = 0. L'sing the aforementioned 
criterion s = 0.01, [p"'' could be determined for a wide range of temperatures and a plot of it is shown 
in Figure 4.0b. These points seem to lie on a straight line, described by the equation 
f(m.4) = -71.2rp(/v) + 610.9 (4.2) 
which extrapolates to f p ^ ^  = 0 mA for T p { K )  =  8.650 E\. 
From the above results, the pinning force as a function of temperature can be calculated as follows: 
.\s it was mentioned in the last paragraph, /o ~ 650^A after vortex nucleation. With /oo = 759;/A 
calculated above. lo/Ino is about 0.85 which from Figure 4.5 implies that the vortex was approximately 
at x/(u-/'2) = 0.75. When this result is inserted in Eq. (2.30). it gives 
/^'P(r)4)o 
f p  =  3.024 ^ — (4.3) 
~cw 
in Gaussian units. .\s Appendix shows, this equation can be written in practical units as 
/p(X) =4.00 X 10-"I^'^P(A) (4.4) 
where the value u- = 50/im was used for the film s width. Converting amperes to niilliamperes and 
substituting [p'f from Eci. (4.2) leads to 
/p(N) = (-285Tp(K) + 2464) x lO"'-* (4.5) 
For example fp = 1.84 x I0~'" and 0.42 x L0~'- .\ for T - 8.0 and 8.5 K respectively. These values 
are very close to the ones found by O. B. Hyun [27] and Qiang Li[28]. 
Field cooling process 
It is interesting to know what the effects of an applied B: field are during the field-cooling process 
because as it was mentioned above, this process is used to nucleate a vortex. 
The following steps were followed during this experiment: 
1. Warm the sample to 10.5 K (higher than Tc of both films). 
2. Stay there for 10 seconds in order to reach thermal equilibrium. 
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3. Apply the desired S;. 
4. Cool the sample to the referenced temperature of 7.994 I\ in 100 steps of I second each. 
•5. Turn the field off. 
6. Take a I' — / curve and determine /q. 
7. Plot the [ B - .  [ ( i )  pair on a graph. 
8. Repeat steps 1-6 above with slightly higher S;. 
Figure 4.10 shows a plot of /o versus B: that was taken according to the above procedure. The 
initial purpose of the e.vperiment was to start with a vortex-free junction and observe what is going to 
happen as B: increases. Unfortunately, a vortex was present even at zero applied field, at point 
of Figure 4.10. as Figure 4.11 shows. Since it is generally hard to have a vortex-free junction, it was 
decided to continue the experiment anyway. Other than the point "A" above, three more diffraction 
patterns were taken during this run. indicated by "B". "C". and "D" on Figure 4.10 and shown in 
Figure 4.11. It can be seen from the theoretical fits, shown by the solid lines, that each of the points 
".A.". "B". and "C" represent a different single vorte.x. as every step in Figure 4.11 involves warming 
above Tc- It is quite interesting that the vortices '.X" and "B" that correspond to S; = 0 and 20 mCJ. 
were nucleated very close to each other, at positions (0.40. 0.70) and (0.45. 0.7-5) respectively. Further 
increase of the magnetic field to 40 niG at point "C". resulted in a nucleation of a vortex which was 
closer to the jimction's center than ".-V" and "B". This is the reason why the curve of Figure 4.10 is 
declining around this region. Point "C" was the single vortex limit for B;. Diffraction patterns taken 
above 40 mG could not be fitted successfully with one-vorte.x patterns. .\s more and more vortices 
kept being nucleated in the junction, the diffraction patterns looked more and more suppressed and 
without any interference minima present, as in the pattern of point "D" in Figure 4.11. The solid line 
in this figure shows the best one-vortex theoretical fit to these data, which is obviously very poor. It 
appears from Figure 4.10 that the range of B~ shown between the [q axis and rlie first separation line 
is an appropriate range for thermal depinning experiments since variations of B. there do not result in 
dramatic changes of /o-
Thermal depinning in the absence of an applied field 
.\nother way to depin a vortex is by supplying thermal energy to it. .\s the temperature rises, the 
superconducting pair potential decreases and the thermal energy becomes comparable to the pinning 
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potential. The vortex thus becomes unstable. The process of applying heat in order to move the vortex 
from one pinning site to another, is known as "thermal depinning". It is the purpose of this section 
to investigate the behavior of a single vortex in a .Vb-based junction under thermal depinning. S. 
C. Sanders [29] studied thermal depinning for Pb-based junctions in the past and Junghyun Sok [41] 
repeated the experiment for N'b. It will be shown here that our results are in agreement with the work 
of Sok. 
In the experiment that follows, a vortex was nucleated by a rather strange sequence of events. First, 
the junction was field cooled with B; = 40 mG from 10.5 K down to 7.99;{ K. in 100 steps of 1 second 
each. Then a transport current of = 95 niA was applied through the bottom film. .-V difTraction 
pattern was taken, as shown in Figure 4.12. This pattern is characteristic of a multi-vorte.x situation 
because it is generally suppressed and does not show any interference minima. In order to clear the 
junction from all these vortices, the temperature was raised from 7.99^} K to 8.681 K and back to 7.993 
K. and the diffraction pattern indicated by the letter "a" in Figure 4.1;} was taken. The theoretical fit 
in Figure 4.14 (solid line) shows that indeed there was only a single vortex present at .x = 0.40 and y 
= -O.IO. 
Once the vortex was nucleated, the following steps were followed: 
1. .\t the referetice temperature of 7.993 K. take a 1' — / curve. 
2. Warm up to the desired depinning temperature in 25 steps of 1 second each. 
Measure the temperature. 
4. Ramp down to the referenced temperature with the same rale used in step 2 above. 
5. Take a 1' — / curve and compare it with the I ' — / of step I above by using the method of the 
sum of squared differences described in the last section. 
(j. If there is not a significant change go back to step 2 and repeat 
7. If there is a change of 0.15 or more in the sum of squared differen<'es, then take a diffraction 
pattern 
Figure 4.1;} shows the results of this experiment. There were seven depinning events, labeled "b" 
through "h"" in the figure, for which the sum of square differences was above the criterion of 0.1"). The 
corresponding diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. 4.14 together with the theoretical fits. It could be 
argued that the fits of the points "a", "c". "e". "g" and "h" are generally good, representing a single 
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vortex at the positions shown on the graphs. The fits at "d" and "F are not quite so good, indicating 
probably the coexistence of a vortex at the position that corresponds to tlie fit, and of another vortex 
very close to the edge of the junction. This second vortex acts as a small perturbation because it is 
almost canceled by its closest mirror image vortex. Finally the fit "b~ in Figure 4.14 is rather poor, 
implying the existence of two or more vortices deep inside the junction. Figure 4.1-5 shows the vortex 
positions of these fits in the junction. Excluding point "b". which basically has no meaning in this 
figure, the other points seem to approximately follow a smooth path indicated by a dash line, which 
could probably be a grain boundary. The above results show that the vortex was initially at the pinning 
site "a" and as the temperature rose to 8.815 K. a second vortex entered the junction. .\t 8.8.'?;{ K. 
this second vortex left the junction again, while the first vorte.x moved to the piiming site . .\s the 
temperature kept rising, the vortex hopped around locally to a few sites before it found its way towards 
the edge of the junction, at site "h~. The depinning temperature of this last step was 9.2(5;? K which is 
higher than T^°' = 8.876 K and lower than T'"'' = 9.314 K. indicating that the vortex was trapped at 
the top film. Unfortunately, further increase of the temperature did not force the vortex to leave the 
junction. This is in contrast to results of thermal depinning experiments performed on Pb junctions 
where there was observed a vortex-free temperature window [29. 41]. 
The depinning temperatures are plotted on a vertical temperature scale in Figure 4.l(i. in an "energy 
spectrum" style plot. .-Vlso shown for comparison in this diagram, are the transition temperatures of 
the two films and the junction. It is apparent that nothing much happened to the junction until the 
temperature was close enough to both T^'" and T^"". at which point, the vortex become very mobile, 
hopping around from site to site, even for very small temperature increases. It is of interest that there 
was a temperature window between the last two pinning sites at 8.88;{ K and 9.2t);{ I\. that the vortex did 
not move, even though the temperatures were quite elevated. That probably implies a strong pinning 
site at point "g" in Figure 4.15. .-Vll the above results are sunmiarized in Table 4.1 which also includes a 
BSC calculation of the normalized superconducting order parameter A/Aq and the superfluid density 
p, at the depinning temperatures. The calculations were done by using the approximate linear form 
(A/An) '  = 2.967(1  — T/T^"") .  which  i s  va l id  c lose  to  the  t rans i t ion  tempera ture .  The  va lues  of  A/An 
= 0.178 and p, - ;5.1(j9^ where the vortex first moves, were close to the corresponding values of 0.24 
and (3.09? found by Sok [41] for a .\b-.\l-.\lj^Oy-.N"b junction. The discrepancy is probably due to the 
extra .\g layer in our junction. 
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Figure -l.lo Motion of the vortex in the junction during the free-field thermal 
depinning experiment 
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Table 4.1 The eight pinning sites of Figure 4.15 and their corresponding de-
pinning temperatures 
Pinning site number Vortex position Depinning temperature (K) A/Ao P> 
a (0.40. -O.IO) 7.994 0.552 :50.507c 
b (0.25. 0.40) 8.815 0.178 :5.l67c 
c (0.55. -0.05) 8.8:5:5 0.160 2.5f37c 
d (0..50. 0.00) 8.876 0.106 
e (0.60. -0.05) 8.878 0.10:5 1.05/? 
f (0.55. -0.10) 8.879 0.102 1.0:59J 
tr o (0.55. -0.20) 8.88:5 0.095 0.907c 
h (0.55. -0.65) 9.26:5 
- -
Depinning temperatures (K) 
^ First depinning 8.815 K 
i 
Base temperature 7.994 K (where 
all measurements were taken) 
Transition temperatures (K) 
Top film 
9.2-
Junction 9.0" 
Bottom film 8.8" 
8 . 6 -
8.4-
8 . 2 -
8 . 0 -
7.8-
Figiire4.lt) Energy-spectruni-like diagram of the depinning temperatures of 
the field-free thermal depinning experiment 
Thermal depinning in the presence of an applied field B. = 10 mG 
In this section, the thermal depinning experiment of the last section is repeated in the presence of 
an applied field = 10 niG perpendicular to the junction. In the experiment that follows, a vortex 
was nucleated by field cooling in B; = 50 mG from 10.5 K down to 7.994 K in 100 steps of I second 
each. The resulting diffraction taken at 7.994 K is shown in Figure 4.17 and the theoretical fit places 
the vortex at x = 0.50 and y = -0.30. 
The steps taken during this experiment are similar to the ones of the last section and they are 
summarized below: 
1. .\t the reference temperature of 7.994 K. take a. \ ' — [ curve. 
2. Warm up to the desired depinning temperature in 25 steps of 1 second each, under the presence 
of a field S; = 10 niG. 
-Measure the temperature. 
4. Ramp down to the referenced temperature with the same rate and the same field used in step 
2 above. 
5. Turn the B: field off. 
6. Take a V — I curve and ."ompare it with the 1' — / of step I above by using the methotl of the 
sum of the square differences. 
7. If there is not a significant change go back to step 2 and repeat 
8. If there is a change of 0.15 or more in the sum of square differences, then take a diffraction pattern 
There were totally 28 diffraction patterns taken during this process and they are shown in Figures 
4.18. The corresponding vortex path is shown in Figure 4.19. .\s in the last section, there are cases 
where a theoretical single vortex diffraction pattern cannot fit the data. These points are indicated 
by "m.v." (multi-vortex) in Figure 4.19. It can be said that initially the vortex was hopping around 
locally from site to site but as the temperature kept rising, the hopping become larger and more random. 
There was not any apparent path that the vortex would follow. Figure 4.20 shows all the depinning 
temperatures in a vertical temperature scale, as in the last section. It appears that the application of 
the S; field of 10 mG during the thermal depinning had two major effects: 
• Lowering of the first depinning temperature. 
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Figure 4.19 Motion of the vortex in the junction during the B: = 10 niG 
thermal dcpinning experiment 
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Figure 4.20 Energy-spectruni-liice diagram of the depinning temperatures of 
the B- = 10 mG thermal depinning experiment 
• .Appearance of an almost continuum of depinning temperatures above the first depinning temper­
ature. 
The above results suggest that once the vortex left its initial pinning site of (O.-lo. -(J.."{0) at T = 8.(599 K. 
it become very unstable due to the external magnetic field, wandering from site to site in the junction. 
There is still a fairly large temperature gap between 8.957 and 9.0(56 K in Figure 4.20 but both above 
and below it. the vortex .seemed to be very mobile. Sinc:e this gap is above T^!"'. it means that vortex 
was trapped at the top film, as in the last section. There are also smaller gaps present, indicating the 
existence of strong pinning sites in the junction. The positions of these strong pinning sites are shown 
in Figure 4.21 together with the temperature gaps needed to depin a particular site. .-Vlso shown for 
comparison is the path of the thermal depinning experiment of the last section. Two of the pinning sites 
are on this path, reinforcing the idea that the path could lay on a grain boundary. .Most of the other 
sites also lay on a path which could be another grain boundary. All the above results are summarized 
in Table 4.2 which as in the last section, includes a BSC calculation of the normalized superconducting 
order parameter A/Ao and the superfluid density p, at the depinning temperatures. 
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Table 4.2 The twenty eight pinning sites of Figure 4.19 and their corresponding 
depinning temperatures 
Pinning site number Vortex position Depinning temperature (K) A/Ao Ps  
I (0.45. -0.30) 7.994 0.552 30.50'7c 
2 (0.45. -0.;50) 8.350 0.432 18.67c 
(0.40. -0.25) 8.699 0.265 7.037c 
4 (0.40. -0.;50) 8.701 0.264 6.967c 
•5 (0.;55. -0.30) 8.708 0.259 6.737c 
tj (0.;{5. -0.15) 8.709 0.259 6.717c 
7 (0.40. -0.40) 8.723 0.250 6.237 
8 (0.40. -0.25) 8.726 0.248 6.137 
9 (0.40. -0.20) 8.738 0.239 5.737 
10 (0.50. -0.40) 8.743 0.236 5.567 
11 (0.40. -0.30) 8.745 0.234 5.497 
12 (0.55. O.IO) 8.759 0.224 5.037 
i:$ (0.40. -0.05) 8.758 0.225 5.067 
14 (0.45. -0.40) 8.763 0.221 4.907 
15 (0.40. -0.35) 8.777 0.210 4.437 
16 (0.40. -0.35) 8.787 0.202 4.107 
17 (0.40. -0.15) 8.796 0.195 3.807 
18 (0.;{5. -0.10) 8.807 0.185 3.437 
19 (0.40. -0.35) 8.848 0.144 2.067 
20 (0.25. -0.30) 8.867 0.120 1.437 
21 (0.40. 0.30) 8.875 0.108 1.177 
22 (0.20. 0.05) 8.898 0.063 0.407 
2:5 (0.55. -0.40) 8.910 0.000 0.007 
24 (0.65. 0.00) 8.957 
- -
25 (0.40. 0.35) 9.066 
- -
26 (0.45. 0.30) 9.067 
- -
27 (0.55. -0.60) 9.098 
- -
28 (0.55. 0.05) 9.116 
- -
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Thermal depinning in the presence of an applied field B - =  mG 
Sixteen different pinning sites were observed during the thermal depinning experiment under a field 
of B; = —10 mG. The corresponding diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 4.22 and the vortex path 
is shown in Figure 4.2:5. Unlike the last two sections, most of the theoretical single vortex tits are 
generally good, and it can be argued that there was always a single vortex present in the junction. .\s 
it was expected, the vortex nnoved in gradually larger steps as the temperature was rising. .\lso the 
vortex seemed to be more stable, since the temperature gaps in Figure 4.24 are well defined, and the 
continuum of depinning temperatures of the last section has disappeared. However, there are still a lot 
m o r e  d e p i n n i n g  t e m p e r a t u r e s  t h a n  i n  F i g u r e  4 . 1 6  w h i c h  s h o w s  t h a t  g e n e r a l l y  t h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  a  B -
field enhances depinning. The temperature T = 8.648 K where the vorte.x first moved is very close to 
the corresponding 8.699 K of B: = 10 mG. .\lso there is a large temperature gap of about 110 mK for 
S; = -10 mG which is of the same magnitude as the corresponding gap of B: = 10 niG. They also 
happen at about the same temperature. 8.9-57 for B: = 10 mG and 8.989 for /?,- = - 10 mG. Following 
the same argimient as in the last section, the vortex was apparently trapped at the top film since the 
gap was above T^°'. Figure 4.2-5 shows the positions of the strongest pinning sites of this experiment, 
together with the temperature gaps. Some of these sites appear to lay on a new path which, as above, 
it could possibly be a grain boundary. .\11 the above results are summarized in Table I.;{. 
Thermal depinning temperatures versus applied field B .  
The thermal depinning experiments were repeated for two more values of B:. o and --5 niG respec­
tively. Since the last two sections covered the details of the thermal depinning experiment imder a field 
B:. the results will be presented here only briefly. Table 4.4 shows . the depinning temperature 
where the vortex first moves, for five different values of S-. .\ plot of these values is also shown in 
Figure 4.26 
Two vortex problem 
In general, it is more difficult to deal with the two-vortex problem than the one-vortex problem. 
One reason for this is that the fitting programs take much longer time and they require larger disk 
space because the number of possibilities is larger. For example, if one divides the junction in 20 x 
20 blocks he (she) will have 400 possibilities for the position of a single vortex, which will increa.se 
to 400" = 160000 possibilities for a pair of vortices. .Vlso. frotn the physical point of view the two-
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Figure -1.23 Motion of the vortex in the junction during the S- = -10 mC; 
thermal depinning experiment 
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Table 4.3 The sixteen pinning sites of Figure 4.23 and their corresponding 
depinning temperatures 
Pinning site number N'ortex position Depinning temperature (K) A/Ao Cs 
I (O.lo,-0.15) 7.994 0.552 30.507t 
2 (0.15.-0.10) 8.(548 0.295 8.729? 
3 (0.15.-0.15) 8.(569 0.283 8.037c 
4 (0.15. -0.05) 8.707 0.260 6.769? 
•5 (0.20. 0.00) 8.747 0.233 5.437c 
6 (0.20. -0.15) 8.766 0.219 4.809? 
7 (0.20. 0.10) 8.829 0.164 2.709? 
8 (0.25. 0.20) 8.848 0.144 2.067c 
9 (0.40. 0.30) 8.908 0.026 0.067 
10 (0.40. 0.40) 8..924 - -
11 (0.30. 0.70) 8.967 - -
12 O
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
8.989 
- -
13 (0.50. 0.05) 9.098 - -
14 (0.50. 0.05) 9.116 - -
15 (0.55. 0.40) 9.159 
- -
1(5 (0.(50. 0.(50) 9.218 
- -
Table 4.4 The temperatures where the vortex 
was first depinned versus the per-
p e n d i c i d a r  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d  B -
B.- (in(J) Tf ( I < )  
-10 8.648 
-5 8.544 
0 8.815 
5 8.715 
10 8.699 
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Figure 4.24 Energy-spectrum-like diagram of the depinning temperatures of 
the B: = -10 niG thermal depinning experiment 
vortex problem is more complicated, as well as more interesting, tiue to the interaction between the two 
vortices. 
The experiment that follows has nothing to do with the process of the thermal depinning which is 
the focus of the present work. It is just a supplement to the main body of the present work, and a 
possible initiation for future work. .-Vll the two-vortex measurements were done on the DK-5-91 sample. 
.\ctually the diffraction patterns measured on this sample were impossible to fit by one-vorte.x theoretical 
patterns. The next step was to try a two-vortex fit which turned out to be quite successful. depinning 
current experiment was performed on this sample that consisted of the following steps: 
1. Try to nucleate a vortex and bring the system at the reference temperature of 6.99-") K. 
2. .\pply the desired current through the bottom film. Name this current [p 
;5. Take a diffraction pattern. 
4. Calculate the sum of the .squared differences between the current diffraction pattern and the 
one taken at the beginning of the e.xperiment. 
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•5. Plot the { [ p . s )  pair on a graph 
f). Repeat steps 2-5 above with slightly higher [p. 
The resulting plot is showing at Figure 4.27 and the corresponding diffraction patterns at Figure 
4.28. All the theoretical fits correspond to a two-vortex configuration with the two vortices having the 
same polarity and are characterized by their elevated minima. .-Although in general it is rather unlike 
to have two vortices with the same polarity, this configuration has been observed by other autiiors in 
the past [45. 46] It looks like there is a good agreement between these fits and the data, leading to 
the conclusion that there are two vortices present in the junction. Table 4.5 gives the positions of each 
vorte.x pair and the corresponding applied current. These positions are also depicted scrhematically in 
Figure 4.29. It can be immediately seen from this figure that the two vortices did not move much from 
their original position, and they always kept a diagonally opposite position from each other. This result 
is to be expected because there is always a repulsive interaction between vortices of the same polarity, 
pretty much like in electrostatics. Therefore, in an effort to minimize this interaction the vortices are 
trying to lie along the longest direction in the junction which is one of the main diagonals. On the other 
hand. .\Ieissner shielding currents flowing on the surface of the junction, push the two vortices towards 
the center. These .\Ieissner currents are present only when B: 9^ 0. but as it was mentioned above there 
are always .some stray fields present of the order of 5 niG. It is the equilibrium between these two forces 
that keeps the two vortices diagonally opposite and around the two clusters shown in Figure 1.29. 
Table 4.5 The thirteen pinning sites of Figure 4.27 
Site h •Ti Ui X - j  y-i 
0 0.00 -0.5;{7 -0.262 0.462 0.262 
I 0.01 -0.5;?7 -0.2(52 0.462 0.262 
•J 0.02 -0.537 -0.2()2 0.462 0.262 
;{ 0.0;] -o.o;{7 -0.262 0.462 0.262 
4 0.04 -0.512 -0.262 0.562 0.2(52 
5 0.05 -0.487 -0.262 0.562 0.262 
0.06 -0.487 -0.262 0.5:57 0.262 
7 0.07 -0.487 -0.262 0.5:57 0.2(52 
8 0.08 -0.512 -0.262 0.562 0.262 
9 0.09 -0.512 -0.:512 0.562 0.:562 
10 O.IO -0.4:57 -0.262 0.512 0.2:57 
11 0.11 -0.42(5 -0.262 0.512 0.2:57 
12 0.12 -0.4:57 -0.262 0.512 0.2:57 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
The thermal clepinning of an Abrikosov vortex trapped in a SNIS Nb-Ag-Al-AlrOyNb planar junc­
tion has been studied as a function of an external magnetic field perpendicular to the plane of the 
junction. From the results of this work, it appears that the vortex changes behavior dramatically under 
the influence magnetic fields up to 10 mG. First of all. the temperature where the vorte.x is first 
depinned. is lowered by about 100 mK. Secondly, once this temperature is reached, the vortex becomes 
very unstable resulting in an almost continuous range ofdepinning temperatures. .\nd finally there were 
gaps present in the depinning temperature scale of the order of 100 mK. These gaps seem to have no 
relation to the transition temperatures of either the films or the junction. The superconducting order 
parameter A/Aq and the superfliiid density p, were calculated at various depinning temperatures. In 
zero applied field, it was found that = 8.815 K where A/Ao w-as equal to 0.178 and p, equal to 
:j.l(59c. In an applied magnetic field of 10 mti perpendicular to the junction, tlie corresponding 
A/Ao and p, values were 8.699 K. 0.'J6o and 7.0."?9{. Similarly, in an applied magnetic field of-10 m(;. 
these values were 8.648 I\. O.'29o and 8.7'29c respectively. .-\.lso there is no "vorte.x free region close to 
Tc in this particular junction as it was reported for Pb. It should also be mentioned that the above 
results are subject to some discrepancy since the initial pinning site for each experiment was different, 
resulting in different initial conditions. In general, the strength of the pinning potential at different 
sites varies. 
For the transport current depinning experiment, it was found that the data lie on a straight line 
and that there are not any large jumps in /o as it was seen in Pb junctions. .-\.lso the [ii{T) data were 
fitted very successfully by a transition type power law: [,) = /o(0)(l — {T/Tc)'*)^• 
The motion of two trapped vortices with the same polarity was also studied. It was found that even 
when transport currents were applied in order to push the vortices towards a particular direction, the 
two vortices would not deviate tmich from their initial position. The vortices were always diagonally 
opposite to each other and along one of the main diagonals of the square junction, thus minimizing 
their repulsive interaction. 
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APPENDIX A CONVERSION BETWEEN MKSA AND GAUSSIAN 
UNITS 
The Gaussian system of units is normally used in the literature when deriving a theoretical ex­
pression in electroniagnetism. The main reason is clarity and convenience, especially when it conies to 
treat the electric and magnetic fields in an equal basis, and also to relate the miscellaneous constants 
appearing in .Maxwell equations to the speed of light c. In spite of its great usefulness in the theory 
of electroniagnetism. the Gaussian system of units is rarely used in practice for measurements. The 
-MKS.A .system has prevailed e.xperimentally. mainly due to historical reasons and its easiness of use 
in large-scale engineering applications. In general, there is some confusion when converting from one 
system to the other because the physical quantities are not always defined in the same way. and also 
because the basic units are different. The main purpose of this .-Vppendi.x is to explain in .some detail 
how certain results which were measured in .\IKSA units, were used in formulas which were expres.sed 
in Gaussian units. 
Small junction limit of sample MB3-126 
.\s it was mentioned in the discussion following Eq. (2.15). the small junction limit is achieved when 
a- Xj or when 
where Iq = Jou '. In this section, the quantity Xj/w will be calculated for the sample .\IB;?-ri(j at 
the reference temperature of 7.99.'{ K. /q would be chosen to be equal to /on = 759/iA. the ma.Kimuni 
supercurrent at 7.99;5 I\. The Gaussian unit of current is the statampere. .Jackson [47] provides a usefull 
unit conversion table between .\II\S.\ and Gaussian units according to which 1 ampere corresponds to 
X 10'' statamperes. The reason for writting "corresponds" instead of "equals" is that the current 
(more precisely the charge) is defined differently in the two system of units and in general it is wrong 
to write 1 .\ = ;} x 10"' statamperes. If this difference is kept into mind, the table in .Jackson's book can 
be used to convert units. In the above examble. the /o of 759 x 10"'' .-V corresponds to Iq = x 10" 
(A.l) 
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statamperes. The MB3-126 junction had a thickness of ~ 6000.4 and by taking the penentration lenght 
of Nb at 7.993 K to be ~ 500.4. we have d.jj ~ 6000 + 500 + 500 = 7000.4 = 7 x 10"^ cm. In Gaussian 
units <^0 = 2.07 x 10"' G-cm- and c = 3 x 10'° cm / s. Substituting all the above to Eq. (.\.l) we have 
\j / 3 X lO'^cm/s X 2.07 x 10~~Gcm' , - / G x cm-
-  '  = 0 - ' \ / —  ( A . 2 )  
w y Stt- X 7 X I0~''cm x 2.3 x lO^statamperes U statamperes x s 
at 7.993 K. But statamperes x s = statcoulombs and from dimensional analysis in Gaussian units 1 G 
— [B] = [£] = [ q/r- ] = statcoulombs / cm • and so the above expression is dimensionless as it should 
be. The above calculation shows that at 7.993 K Aj ~ u- which means that this temperature is the 
crossover from the large to the small junction limit. However, the diffraction patterns taken at 7.993 K 
exhibited good characteristics indicating that practically the small junction limit was satisfied. 
Elementary pinning force in practical units 
In this section, the Eq. (4.3) (Gaussian units) will be e.xpressed in MKS.-V units so as to allow direct 
substitution of the measured currents, which are usually e.xpressed in m.A.. The .\b films used in the 
present work had a width of about w = 50;im. With the value of <^o given in the last section. Eq. (4.3) 
becomes 
fp = 3.024 in - 3  (statamperes) (.\.3) 
rr X .i X 10' 'crn/s x .-) x 10 -^rm ' 
.•\s in the last section, statamperes x s = statcoulombs and G x statcoulombs = [B][q] = [E][q] = 
[F/qJ[q] = [F] = dynes which means that 
= 1.33 X 10~'''(dvnes/statamperps) (A.4) 
Using the fact that 1 dyne = lO"'' .\. as well as that 1 .-V corresponds to 3 x 10"' statamperes. the last 
e.xpression can be written in .MKS.-V units as 
—r^ = L.33 X 10"'^ X IQ--^ X 3 X 10^ = 4.00 x 10-"(.\7A) (A.5) 
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APPENDIX B GLOSSARY AND TERMINOLOGY 
CGR; Carbon Glass Resistor. This resistor, fabricated from a carbon-impregnated glass matrix, 
has the property of having a relatively high resistance (~ lOOOQ) at very low temperatures (4 I\) and 
so it can be used as a thermometer with the aid of an accurate R(T) calibration curve. 
Condensation energy: The free energy difference between the normal and the superconducting 
state. 
Depinning: The opposite of "pinning" (see below). The process of providing e.xternal energy to 
the vortex in the form of electromagnetic force or thermal activation in order to deattach it from its 
"pinning site" (see below). 
Diffraction pattern: .-\.n 4 versus B plot, with B either parallel or perpendicular to the plane 
of the junction. The term "diffraction pattern" comes from the fact that when there are no vortices 
present in the junction, the form of the fc(B) plot (with B parallel to the plane of the junction) is 
similar with that of the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern in Optics. 
Pinning: The property of the niaterial defects to attract and eventually trap vortices. This happens 
because the defects act as small normal regions inside the bulk superconductor and so it takes less free 
energy if the vortex core, which is basically normal, resides on the defect than if the core is located in 
the superconducting bulk. 
Pinning sites: The defects in a material that cause pinning, ["sually all the defects that have one 
of their tlimensions comparable to the vortex core size are possible pinning sites. 
Thickness monitor: .-\.n instrimient that measures the thickness of films. The thickness monitor 
is basically a vibrating crystal which is placed as clo.se to the sample as possible. .-Vs more material is 
deposited onto the crystal, its characteristic frequency changes. .V calibration curve can convert this 
frequency to thickness measurements. 
Tiirbomolecular drag pump: This pump is used in the high vacuum region (10~"' —>• Torr) 
and it consists of rotating parts that have bolt-like threads on them. .\s the threads are rotating, they 
drag gas molecules with them toward the exhaust of the pump. 
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